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RE:

S

FROM:

Jukka Perento

Limince application for Tapio Paper Variabilty Analyzer. State of Georgia
Enclosed corrections requireA. Item 1.was defltnuy my inistakc, Sorry about that.
We wait with a mreat intreat how far we got now.

BR. Jukka Perento
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General

The TAPJO-basia weight sensor contains a radioactive source that
emits B-(beta-) radiation. The radioactivc material is a commercial
product containing Promethiumý.1147 (Pm-147) manufactured by
Amersham Int. ple. (Bucks HP?? 9NA, U.K.). The aperture of the
sensor is automatically closed with a cover in case the electric current
is turned off. The size of the aperture is salected by electrical means.

a Maintonanoc

The Basis Weight Sensor is not allowed to be opened under
any efrcumstanoes.

* Replacement and disposal

Since the half-life of the radiation souroe is 5.4 years it has Me he
replaced periodically. Only TAPTO' Technologies, Inc. or someone
elsA assigned by TAPIO Technologies, Inc. possessing the proper
licenses is entitled to replace the source. TAPIOTeeh.nolngeiA, Inc.
will take care also for the disposal of the old source.

of the radiation source

- License of approval
of type-inspection

The basis weight sensor has becn evaluated as a generally licensed
device. A copy of the general license is enclosed.

" Radiation profile

The stray radiation field being emitted from the TAPIO modAl BW2h56 Basis Weight sensor is vpryiwell defined and corresponds to the
plane ortravel of paper being tested as it lb fed through the analyser.
The highest absobed dose rate Was 13.8 mrad/hr meaemred at the
surface ofthe device using a date6tor window thickness of7 mg./i&2.
The highest value measured fuf the 300 mrg/m2 window was 0.1
jurad/hr. These dose rates were found along 5 cm inodistance line on
the loft side of the devieA (paper plane). Measurements taken directly
above and below the plane of travel yielded no measurable exposure.
An absorbed dose rate of 0.5 mratd/hr was measured in front of the
device (5 cm, planA of paper traVel)for the shallow dose dcpLh 7rag/
0
cmZ. There was no measurable iexposure at tbc deep dose (20 mWl
cm2).

" Operating license of the
employer and the pnrson
responsible

The institution operating the TAPIO-analyzer has to designate a person to safeguard the radioactive material in the
particular work place. This individual It responsible for the
limitations regarding the operating personnel (age over 18
years, pregnanoy etc.), records, and overall possession and
handling of radioactive materials.

*Precautions in cUKe of fire
or damaged gaugo

In case of fire the whole device should be transfered away from the
hazardous area if possible. Immediately inform the company safety
officer of the situation if the device cannot be moved duo (0 the
current situation. After the firel:s under control do not enter the
area until source has been located and removed by technically
qualified individuals and the area decleared safe.
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If there are any problems due to unintentional impacts: or malfwnctiong with the beam apertubr status indicator lights, or aperature mechanism immediately stop using the device and inform the
company safety offIcer. Request that tthe safety officer have a qualifled individual measure the radiation fields in close proximity to
the device.
NOTE: When the shutter is properly closed there should be no
measurablA radiation over backgrowid.If the problem exists or if
there are still doubts about the problem inform the manufacturer
immeadiately. STAY AWAY FROM THE AREA UNTIL THE
PROBLEM HAS BEEN SOLVED.
9 Additional reading

It is recommended to read additional instructions regarding safety
procedures (fire, earthquakc etc.) provided by the employer.
In the following is the namp of the millI person responsible for the
above licenses and the confirmation signaturc of the company:

NAM1AC AND PHONE NUM.
BElt OF T11Z PEPLSON RE.SPONSIBLIE:

Place:
.........
N.....
m. o...

Date:
ib......er.
....... ...-.

Name of responsible person

.............
l.l...........e.p.lo...ersg

:Offleial employer signature

Telephone where to reach:
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